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COVER STORY

School Gym, Acton, California, USA

The Vasquez High School, northwest of Los Angeles, 
now has a brand new gymnasium (100x117 ft) which is used 

by hundreds of teenagers on a daily basis. The new gym provides 
a bright, functional athletic facility that is holding up well to the rigors of 

heavy use. The roof membrane is a highly reflective white, opaque fabric that 
helps keep the facility cool in the summer. Translucent panels on one gable end 

wall allow natural day lighting, however primary lighting in this facility is with bounce 
lighting supplied by Rubb. This lighting reflects off the white ceiling membrane to create 

uniform, glare free facility lighting. Rubb also supplied heavy duty insulated metal sandwich panel 
walls which resist damage from activities both inside and outside the gym. Rubb completed the structure
package by providing back board supports, truss leg safety padding, lighting and ventilation kits that are

integrated into the structural package thus saving on initial cost and installation time.

RDS Type. UK

BVR Type. 
Co. Durham, UK

BVE Type. 
Leisure activities, USA

NV Type Hangar. 
Dublin Airport,    

Eire 

Fish Hatchery. 
Norway 

“In the year 2001 the Rubb
Group has continued with a

large number of product
development projects as well

as completing our largest
single span structure to date. At Rubb Inc, USA we completed a turnkey

hangar project for United Airlines in the spring. The structure is 255 ft wide
and is the largest single span any Rubb company has supplied to date.
Rubb Inc, also completed a hangar for Comair, and a 136,000 sf cargo
handling facility for United Airlines at Los Angeles International Airport. 

A military prepositioning “cocoon” project was also completed 
at the end of the year. 

At Rubb Buildings Ltd, there has been continued product 
development with a new range of RDS (Rapid Deployment 

Shelters) for military and emergency relief 
organizations. A brand new Rapid Erect aluminum 

structure has also been developed. Among its 
many projects Rubb UK has supplied 

two large twin link structures to Toyota. 
Rubb TM, our tension membrane division 

in England, has continued its positive 
development by supplying a number 

of impressive architectural fabric 
structures. For example, a row 

of “sails” was erected for 
retailers Sainsbury’s, outside  

one of their new shops in 
England in December. In 

Norway, Rubb has delivered 
several buildings to the fish 

farm industry which 
continues to grow rapidly. 

Moreover, together with our 
long time partner W Giertsen 

A/S, we are about to launch 
a new range of aluminum 

structures on the Norwegian 
market.

welcome to the    fabric
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New PVC Top Finish
Protan A/S of Norway, a long time supplier
of quality structural fabrics, has introduced
a new architectural fabric. This 28oz/sy
(950g/m2)  material has a special new
coating to prevent dirt adhesion to the
fabric. The coating consists of a PVDF
lacquer that is applied to the outer surface
of the fabric. This finish will improve
project aesthetics and extend the fabric
lifespan according to Jonn Kjølstad, Sales
Manager of Protan A/S.

Air Beam Structure
Vertigo Inc, of California, USA has recently
had a succes sful demonstration of a 82 ft
(25m) span high pressure inflated structure
for the USA military at Natick. Unlike most
other air supported fabric structures which
are low pressure, Vertigo has patented
technology that allows the air beams to hold
extreme pressures, allowing them to
withstand high wind and snow loads.

De-Icing Facility
RAS Inc, USA has recently postponed an
order for a 190 ft (58m) span fabric
structure to be used at Gardemoen Airport,
Norway as a de-icing facility. The company
hopes, however, that the de-icing facility can
be commissioned next year as the first of
its kind in Europe.

New Building Codes
In both Norway and the UK the authorities
have launched more stringent building
codes with regard to wind and snow. This
obviously also affects the fabric structure
industry. For example, in Norway the
minimum snow load is now 50 lbs/sf
(250kg/m2) for both fabric and more
permanent structures, Rubb’s building
range of products will meet these codes.

Cargo Facilities -
United Airlines
In addition to completing a 747/777 hangar
for United Airlines at Logan Airport in
Boston, Rubb Inc. has recently completed
250,000 sf of air cargo warehousing for
United at Los Angeles, Miami and Newark,
New Jersey. These facilities are part of a
long term expansion of United’s cargo
operation which has seen Rubb complete
similar facilities in New York and Honolulu.
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Tech talk

Uses of mesh and other
materials in tensile structures

Using material other than PVC

and PTFE fabrics for tensile

structures is nothing new. As

long ago as 1811, the British

produced woven steel mesh

sails that were used for 

transoceanic freighters.

More recent developments include

the glass clad cable net structure 

at the Munich Olympic Stadium.

This structure demonstrates that 

as long as the transmitted structural

forces are restricted to the Spider

web like cable net system, double

curvature tensile structures can be

made from almost any durable

cladding material from low-tech

timber shingles and thatch to 

modern knitted stainless steel mesh

for aviaries.

Rubb TM is currently installing over

11,000 sq ft of tensioned woven

bronze at the new Plymouth Theatre

Royal rehearsal facility on the south

coast of England. This material is

kept in tension by a spring-like

polypropylene geogrid, of the type

normally used in soil stabilization,

which pushes the bronze cloth into

a convex profile (see fig. 8).

Types of Mesh Materials

PVC coated polyester mesh and

PVC coated glass mesh

These materials were developed as

sunshade materials for internal

blinds but are increasingly used for

internal sail features, tensile fabric

ceilings, external cladding and large

advertising banners. Rubb TM has

recently been selected to clad a

115 ft high incinerator tower in silver

PVC/polyester mesh for the French

architects, Space (see fig. 1).

PVC or PTFE coated glass mesh

materials are also available where

extended longevity or special fire

requirements warrant its higher cost

(see fig. 4).

Metal Mesh

These materials have limited tensile

strength and therefore have to be

used within a tensioned cable

matrix or steel grid. The usual

applications include rain screen

cladding, balustrading, aviaries and

zoo enclosures.

These materials can vary in their

weave, aperture and wire thickness

and are normally derived from other

applications such as conveyor belts,

filtration systems and fencing

applications. Core materials include 

Extrusion
Horizontal Member

Membrane with 
Keder edging

Tensioning system

Extrusion
Horizontal Members

Facia

Membrane with 
Keder edging

Fig. 2 Fastening details 
of PVC impregnated mesh polyester

Fig. 1 Architects drawing of the Chineham Incinerator
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bronze, stainless steel, galvanized 

mild steel and plastic coated steel.

This type of mesh can be kept

under tension using springs,

catenaries or turnbuckles.

Laminated Mesh

Where a high degree of light

transmission is required, polymer

films such as PVC or ETFE films can

be laminated to open weave

meshes. The meshes give the

composite material its structural

strength while the transparent

nature of the film maximizes light

transmission. The resulting material

is waterproof and capable of

resisting the typical tension loads

imposed by a tensile structure.

These films can also be laminated

to open steel mesh where security

requirements dictate impact

resistant and cut resistant

performance.

Pure Cable Net Systems

Sometimes tensile structures are

developed where no cladding of any

kind is required. The tensile and

curvilinear potential (see fig.7) of

steel cable is often used to create

lightweight three-dimensional

forms. Typical applications include

sculptures, children’s climbing

frames, trellises and radio

antennae. Rubb TM has recently

completed stainless steel chain and

cable trellis panels for the award

winning Ecology Building at Mile

End Park in London (see fig.9).

The Future

Rubb TM is contributing to the

design development of new

materials and applications in an

effort to sati sfy the latest demands

of architects and end users.

These developments include the

following:

Steel mesh fog catchers designed

to condense airborne water vapor in

arid mountain areas in order to tap

an otherwise inaccessible and

valuable water source.

Resin coated tensile fabrics, where

the tensioned membrane is sprayed

with epoxy resin to form a strong,

rigid yet thin shell-like structure.

Mirror-finish films, where tensioned

films are used to great visual effect.

Fig. 8  Woven bronze cloth is applied to the exterior walls
in 3x26 ft panels and retained by continuous stainless
steel strips. When completed this system will be used to
clad a theater building.

Fig. 9  Frame supported cable net system for Ecological
Discovery Center. 

Fig. 3 Geotextile meshes

Fig. 4 PVC impregnated polyester/glass meshes

Fig. 5 Stainless steel meshes

Fig. 6 Aluminum, bronze and plastic coated ferrous meshes

Fig. 7 Stainless steel “extend” mesh under tension
illustrating anticlastic properties



project: Northumbrian Water, UK

Designed to cover water clarifier tanks, it protects
operations staff from difficult weather conditions in an
elevated and exposed environment. Rubb’s rugged design
and corrosion resistance are well suited to this end use.

customer: Northumbrian Water

location: Warkworth, Northumberland, UK

building type: Clarifier cover

dimensions: 87 ft wide x 220 ft long

use/feature: Improved Safety and Efficiency

project: Vasquez School, USA

Rubb has completed a gymnasium project which not only
covered the costs of construction but also included
lighting, ventilation, and sports equipment for the hundreds
of students who use the facility.

customer: Vasquez High School

location: Acton, California, USA

building type: BVE building

dimensions: 100 ft wide x 117 ft long x 16 ft wall

use/feature: Bright, durable environment

project: RDS Military Shelters

The development of the RDS shelter is part of an ongoing
working relationship with Britain’s military forces. Rubb
products meet the needs of the rapid deployment of troops
anywhere in the world.

customer: Ministry of Defence (Army)

location: Anywhere and at short notice

building type: RDS Shelter

dimensions: 20 ft span x 10 ft high x variety of lengths

use/feature: Light in weight, very quick to erect

Project Updates 
Covering the World
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project: World Food, Italy

Rubb Norway supplied a 82 ft wide structure to the United
Nations World Food Program at their base in Southern
Italy. Steel side walls were added for extra security. The
white roof ensures a bright internal work environment.

customer: United Nations WFP

location: Brindisi, Italy

building type: NV Building

dimensions: 82 ft wide x 158 ft long x 13 ft wall

use/feature: Dry and secure food storage
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Listed below are updates on some of the projects completed by Rubb
companies in the past year. These give an indication of the many
capabilities of the Rubb product line. Most Rubb structures are provided
with high quality PVC coated polyester fabric cladding and a structural
frame that is hot dip galvanized after the welding process. Special project
features and materials are noted for each project.

project: Ford, USA

As part of its ongoing relationship with Ford Motor
Company, Rubb Inc has helped solve a storage problem at
a die storage facility. A state of the art heating system was
also installed.

customer: Ford Motor Company

location: Maumee, Ohio, USA

building type: BVE building

dimensions: 80 ft wide x 200 ft long x 20 ft wall

use/feature: Fast, efficient storage space

project: Philips Components, UK

Erected within days to meet the urgent storage
requirements of the client. The building also had to blend
in with existing buildings standing nearby.

customer: Philips Components

location: Co. Durham, UK

building type: BVR building

dimensions: 40 ft wide x 165 ft long

use/feature: Speed of delivery/erection time

project: Victor Coffee, USA

With less than 3 months to set up a working warehouse,
Victor Coffee turned to Rubb, Inc. Not only did they need a
new warehouse, they also required permits, flooring,
heating and a connecting tunnel to their main plant.

customer: Victor Coffee

location: Boston, Massachusetts, USA

building type: BVE building

dimensions: 100 ft wide x 130 ft long x 20 ft wall

use/feature: Code design relocatable structure

project: Ikea, Norway

This shelter was originally erected in the spring of 2001 to
meet the requirements of Ikea customers for garden
furniture and accessories. It was later relocated to Bergen
as a temporary exhibition hall during the Tall Ships Race.

customer: Ikea

location: Bergen, Norway

building type: THA shelter

dimensions: 40 ft wide x 50 ft long

use/feature: Light and spacious/flexibility



Feature New Hangars

New hangar 
at Boston...

Technical Specification

customer: United Airlines

location: Boston, 
Massachusetts, USA

frame type: Hot dip galvanized steel

fabric type: Seaman Shelter-Rite 
with Tedlar®

other Insulated metal
material: cladding on sidewalls
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In 1993 Rubb, Inc. completed the
construction of a Boeing 757 line
maintenance hangar for United States
Airlines at Logan International Airport
in Boston, Massachusetts.  Rubb’s
fast turnaround kept United
maintenance ongoing in Boston and
provided a highly effective hangar
facility.

Some years later United Airlines
approached Rubb about replacing this
existing facility with a larger line
maintenance hangar designed to service
up to Boeing 777 size aircraft. This was to
become the largest single span structure
that Rubb has completed to date with a
span of 255 ft. In June of 2000 Rubb was
given the notice to proceed with the
project. However, before the installation of
the new facility could proceed the existing
hangar and all of its systems was
dismantled and stored at Rubb’s facility in
Sanford, Maine pending decision by
United Airlines as to where the hangar
would be relocated. In order to keep the
period of performing maintenance without
a hangar to a minimum, Rubb integrated
the beginning of foundation work for 
the new hangar with the dismantling of

the old hanger. Rubb 
designed the remainder 
of the schedule to allow 
United Airlines use of 
the hangar even while 
the internal systems were being
completed by subcontractors. In May of
2001, United Airlines received it’s
permanent certificate of occupancy for
the hangar.

The nearly 69,000 sf hangar measures
255 ft wide by 270 ft long and has 30 ft
vertical sidewalls. 850,000 pounds of hot
dip galvanized steel comprised the frame
- work of the new hangar with a white
translucent membrane for the roof area.
Insulated metal cladding for the walls
increases the energy efficiency of the 
new facility.

The hangar is fully equipped featuring a
“state of the art” overhead high expansion
foam fire suppression system, improved
radiant heating, aircraft power stations,
offices and 64 foot-candle metal halide
lighting system. These lights are not
necessary during day time hours as the
highly translucent membrane allows
nearly 300 foot-candles of natural light to
reach the floor on sunny days.

X-ray graphic of a Boeing 777. At 255 ft wide by 80 ft high
it is one of the worlds largest adhesive vinyl signs and

received the 2002 Honor Award from the Society for
Environmental Graphic Design.

Rubb’s largest single span project to
date with a span of some 255 ft



...and at Dublin
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Rubb Buildings Ltd has recently

completed a second contract for

Bond Helicopters (now CHC Ireland)

for a hangar at Dublin Airport. 

Providing around the clock servicing

facilities for the Irish Coast Guard, Rubb

had constructed a 82 ft span by 80 ft

length hangar to maintain and store a

Sikorsky 5.61 Search and Rescue

helicopter which has a complement of 2

pilots and 2 crewmen. It is approximately

17 years since Bond first ordered from

Rubb, a similar sized hangar for use at

Plockton, Scotland.

Given that locations for Search and

Rescue Teams can be changed from

time to time, a relocatable building is an

ideal solution for storage of aircraft and

for servicing requirements. Customers

have every confidence in such use as

Rubb buildings comply to UK, US and

other Building Regulations with regard to

wind and snow. In fact a Rubb building is

nearly as relocatable as the aircraft it

covers!

Technical Specification

customer: CHC Ireland

location: Dublin, Ireland

dimensions: 82 ft wide x 80 ft long 

Floor area: 6560 sf

frame type: Hot dip galvanized steel

fabric type: PVC coated polyester



Project Updates 
Covering the World
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project: Storage Facility, Ireland

Used for storage of different commodities including paper
products, the building has two large doors on one side with
canopies. Delivered and erected within 8 weeks from
receipt of order including lighting and ventilation. 

customer: Belfast Harbour Commission

location: Belfast Docks, Ireland

building type: BVE building

dimensions: 78 ft wide x 147 ft long x 20 ft wall

use/feature: Excellent access facilities

project: CERN, Switzerland

The company has recently completed a dehumidified 
long-term storage facility for the European Nuclear
Research Establishment in Geneva. 

customer: CERN European Nuclear Research Est.

location: Geneva, Switzerland

building type: BVE linked building

dimensions: 65 ft+65 ft x131 ft long x 30 ft wall 

use/feature: Dehumidified option

project: Toyota, UK

Following the successful launch of a new range of cars,
Toyota had an urgent requirement for an additional
storage facility for parts. Rubb quickly provided one
building which has just been further extended.

customer: Toyota Cars
location: Derby, UK
building type: BVR quadruple linked building
dimensions: 60 ft + 74 ft wide x 295 ft long 

x 20 ft wall
use/feature: Speed of delivery/erection time

project: Fish Hatchery, Norway

Newly hatched salmon are bred on this fresh water primary
stage fish farm until they are ready to enter salt water. The
shelter provides a lightweight and water tight cover for the
pumping station on the floating fish farm.

customer: Skippersmolt

location: Bergevatnet, Bømlo, Norway

building type: TH shelter

dimensions: 13 ft wide x 20 ft long x 7 ft wall

use/feature: Protects equipment from the weather 
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project: Horse Enclosure, Japan

Our company in Japan, RUBB-KSK Ltd supplied a large sun
canopy for a horse riding school in Yokohama, Japan last
year. The structure is based on our BVR design which
minimizes building volume while maximizing wall height.

customer: Miho Town Midori ward

location: Yokohama

building type: BVR Sunshade

dimensions: 65 ft wide x 162 ft long x 16 ft wall

use/feature: Efficient design for customer needs

project: Recycling plant, Norway

A Norwegian recycling company urgently needed a
storage facility for waste paper at their Bergen plant. The
4800 sf structure was erected within weeks, has a 20 ft x
16 ft fabric door and a 19 ft x 16 ft steel sliding door.

customer: Recycling Company

location: Bergen, Norway

building type: NV Building

dimensions: 50 ft wide x 98 ft long x 13 ft wall

use/feature: Bright, durable environment

project: Air Cargo Warehouse, Miami, USA

As part of an ongoing program to provide cargo facilities in
various locations throughout the United States for United
Airlines, Rubb has just completed this structure which met
rigorous South Florida hurricane requirements.

customer: United Airlines

location: Miami International Airport

building type: BVL Twinlink

dimensions: 206 ft x 400 ft x 32 ft wall

use/feature: Ferrari 1002 Fluotop T PVDF Fabric

project: THA Shelter, Norway

Just prior to the Tall Ships Race 2001 arrival in Bergen
some urgent maintenance work was required on the
harbor front. For a few weeks a Rubb THA shelter was
erected to provide a weatherproof working environment.

customer: Bergen, Havnevesen

location: Bryggen, Bergen

building type: THA shelter

dimensions: 33 ft wide x 50 ft long x 11 ft wall

use/feature: Flexibility of design



Leading architects, Stride
Treglown, had envisioned 
a tensile canopy when
plans for expansion and
enhancement of the
Gloucester branch of
Sainsbury’s retail store
were first proposed. The store is set back from a major commuter route so it was
important to the client to have a high visual impact structure to attract passing traffic.

Rubb TM’s solution was to design and build this 210ft long steel and fabric structure
sweeping up to 33ft high at its leading edge. This enabled the Sainsbury’s signage to be
elevated to a high level to maximize visibility. The structure is backlit causing the fabric
to glow at night.

Rubb TM finished the structure ahead of schedule and below the budget for an
equivalent standing seam steel roof. The fabric used was a PVC coated polyester
membrane tensioned within aluminum luff tracks.

In May 2001 vandals struck at
a 130 ft x 230 ft air supported
dome at Bentham near
Cheltenham UK. In this case, 
a stolen van was set on fire
and driven into the dome’s
entrance way in the hope of
creating a loud bursting noise.

In reality the dome took about
an hour to completely deflate
but there was substantial
damage to the structure as it settled on internal fixtures
such as floodlighting and court dividers.

The domes were built back in 1988 to house four tennis
courts and were engineered by Buro Happold. For ease of
handling the domes were made in four equal quadrants.
The loss adjusters assessed the damage and concluded
that only one of these quadrants merited replacement. The
challenge then was to make the new quadrant compatible
with the three old quadrants. To achieve this Adrian
Billingsley from Rubb TM trawled through the archives in
Buro Happold’s vaults until the original cutting patterns and
engineering calculations were discovered. This information
had to be converted into modern format compatible with the
latest computer cutting equipment.

After some careful site dimension checks the double skin
material was cut, welded and delivered to site in a single 
2 ton piece. Extra care was taken when patterning entrance
ways, fire escapes and fan inlets.

In the space of six days the perfectly fitting new quadrant
was clamped into position and the dome was re-inflated.

CASE
STUDY Bentham Sports Hall

CASE
STUDY Sainsbury’s
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Rubb TM -
Project Focus

Rubb TM is well underway with a project to clad the new
Theatre Royal facility with a tensioned membrane. The
tensioned membrane in this case is woven bronze cloth.
This cloth is applied to the exterior walls of the building in 
3 ft x 26 ft panels, and is held in place by continuous
stainless steel strips hidden within the bronze and fixed to a
timber substrate with stainless steel screws. The bronze is
kept under tension by a semi rigid matrix of spun-bound
polypropylene geotextile. This acts as a low force
compression spring
exerting a uniform
push-out force to the
bronze panels.

The bronze will act
as rainscreen
cladding. Water-
tightness is achieved
via the application of
a vapor barrier
membrane fixed to
the timber substrate.
The prototype panels
(shown on right) have
been water tested
using a high pressure
hose and exceed
British standards for
water-tightness of
cladding materials.

CASE
STUDY Plymouth Theatre Royal



CASE
STUDY Newburn Gateway

Rubb TM was
contracted to build
two 33 ft high
sculptural features 
at the perimeter of a
new industrial park
just up the road from
Rubb Buildings’ facility
at Gateshead, UK. 
The sculptures are
sign-written to act as
gateway features
visible to travellers on
the A1 Tyne Viaduct.

The sculptures feature
backlit perforated
steel plate as the
material for the sails.

The unusual double
curvature shape of the
steel tusks which prop
the main pyramidal
features meant that

the software normally employed to pattern tensioned
membranes was needed to determine the cutting pattern of
the 3/8” steel plate. The computer generated dimensional
information was e-mailed to the project steel suppliers to
allow them to plasma cut the steel plate to within 3/16”
tolerance.

The sail features are set to be a landmark on the Tyneside
skyline for many years to come.

CASE
STUDY Chineham Incinerator

Rubb TM is in the second stages of
design of the tensioned mesh
cladding which will shroud waste-to-
energy incinerators housed within the
115 ft high tower at Chineham near
Reading.

French architects Space chose PVC
mesh fabric because of its properties
of air and light transmission. This
allows for the plant to be air-cooled
and for the operators of the plant to
work in daylight. Moreover the finished
membrane panels will lend the
structure a striking silver appearance.

Due to the prominence of the tower structure above the flat
Thames Valley, Rubb TM has designed the membrane and
attachments to absorb rather than resist the strong winds
associated with a 1 in 50 year return period. This is
achieved by the incorporation of compression springs acting
upon articulated tension attachments situated around the
perimeter of each panel.

The project is on schedule for installation in March 2002.

CASE
STUDY Earth Centre

Rubb TM’s first project using PTFE membrane is underway 
at the world famous London School for Economics for KPF
Architects. Rubb TM has been contracted to design and 
build a fabric roof for the school which covers a courtyard to
convert it into an atrium style café and meeting place. The
fabric is fixed five stories above ground level and features
domed roof-lights, which are electrically operated 
to allow them to open and close to suit varying conditions of
temperature, humidity, smoke and fire.

Rubb TM has already completed stage 1 which involved 
the installation of the perimeter steelwork compression
pylons, which are rigged with stainless steel cables. In order
to ensure an accurate 
fit Rubb TM had to
undertake a detailed 
3-dimensional survey 
of the existing 1930’s
buildings using lasers 
and dummy bracketry.

The steel work is fixed
into the three differing
substrates of concrete,
brickwork and Portland
stone using diamond-
drilled chemical anchors.

The project is on
schedule to be
completed by mid
February 2002.

The Earth Centre is a millennium funded research and study
centre near Doncaster, UK. Rubb TM was given the
challenge of designing and building an enclosure to house a
flight simulator machine which was programmed to replicate
the journey of a water droplet through the Water Cycle.

The project required the structure to be architecturally
pleasing while minimizing the materials used.

Rubb TM looked to the low energy / minimal materials
design principles of Buckminster Fuller to come up with a
design that would be compatible with the Earth Centre
ethos. As a result Rubb TM
produced two 30 ft diameter
geodesic domes. The frames
were made of recycled
aluminum with polypropylene
nodes. The blue fabric
cladding was fabricated from
woven modified acrylic which
was computer patterned to
conform exactly to the
faceted geodesic shape.

The structures are fully
relocatable and are due to be
moved in 2002.
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CASE
STUDY London School of Economics
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Rubb news

Mikkeline’s hopes riding on Rubb

30 years of Service
“Øyvind Glittenberg,
Foreman (left) of Rubb
Motor A/S and Magne
Seim, Engineer at Rubb
Industri A/S Norway
were awarded silver
medals and diplomas
by the Norwegian Royal
Industrial Society for
long and loyal service.
Øyvind has been
employed in Rubb
Norway for 31 years
and retired at the end
of 2001. Magne Seim
has been Chief
Engineer at Rubb
Norway for 30 years
and is still going strong.
Both have been pivotal
in ensuring the success
of Rubb in Norway for
over 30 years.”

Rocket Cover
This unique structure is located at
Andøya, Norway and is covering a
rocket launching pad. It can be
opened very quickly like a clamshell
exposing the rocket to be launched.
Andoya is the base for the Norwegian
Rocket Research Establishment. The
opening mechanism consists of
hydraulic rams combined with wires
that allow the whole structure to be
folded neatly to the ground.

The Rubb Group is proud to sponsor
one of Norway’s best young horse
riding talents, Miss Mikkeline Zurhaar
Brikeland (17) who not only competes
with the best in Norway, but also holds
her own on a Scandinavian and
European level.

Mikkeline has been horse riding since
the age of six. At only 12 years of age
she gained a place on the Norwegian
National Pony Team where she
competed until moving on to the
Norwegian National Junior Team at
the age of 16. In the 2000 season 

she won a Silver Medal 
in the Norwegian 
National Championships 
and also participated in 
numerous competitions 
throughout the 
Netherlands and 
Denmark where she 
performed well.

In 2001, Mikkeline has 
participated in the
Norwegian, Nordic and 
European 
Championships with 
her best placing a 
bronze in the 
Norwegian National

Championships. In October 2001 she
participated in a World Cup meeting
at the Oslo Horse show and won a
silver medal in a particularly strong
field of the best of the Scandinavian
competitors.

Rubb congratulates Mikkeline on a
great 2001 season, and has high
hopes for 2002.
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Norwegian development of
new Aluminum structure

Above: Close up of eave
detail and membrane
fitting. Right: Aluminum
frame components of the
new building.  Left: Type
MCS building on the dock
at the Fosen Shipyard,
Norway.

In association with long time marketing partner W. Giertsen A/S, Rubb Norway
has developed a versatile covering system based on a lightweight aluminum
structure. The first of these covers (Type MCS) has been installed at Fosen
Mekaniske Shipyard in Norway where the Multi Covering System was used in 
the building of the cruise ship ‘The World’, owned by Residence Sea Ltd. 
The MCS is a fully crane liftable structure, 50 ft wide x 65 ft long with 8 ft
sidewalls, calculated to 30 psf snow load and 100 mph wind speed, so it is both
lightweight and strong.

Currently the new system is being
marketed in Norway and France, but
plans are to launch it in North America
and the UK later this year.

All about Fabric Testing
Stringent tests are carried out by
Rubb to ensure that the integrity of
PVC coated polyester material used in
Rubb products will perform well over
its lifetime.

The adjacent photograph shows fabric
being tested at Rubb UK to determine
resistance to damage by flexing.  This
is known as the De Mattia method
and is carried out  on a Toyoseiki Test
Rig to British Standard 3424.    

The fabric is subjected to up to half a
million rubbing cycles and is then
checked by magnification to detect
any damage caused.

The second photograph is of
Strograph VC10 test equipment
examining the breaking load and tear
strength of the coated fabric, once
again to British Standard 3424. As far
as coating adhesion and fire
retardancy are concerned, laboratory
tests are also carried out to ensure
compliance to the relevant British
Standards 5438, 7837 and 7157.

The material is then graded as to the
nature of any damage; this may cover
slight wear of the PVC surface,
creasing or cracking or possible wear
to the base fabric weave.

Using a combination of in house and
external testing facilities Rubb is able
to guarantee the highest possible
standards for their fabric cover
material.
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Rubb web news

All new updated web site

Rubb TM www.rubbtm.com

Rubb is dedicated to providing up to

date information on its products and

services to as many customers and

specifiers as possible.

In 2001 the new look Rubb web site,

www.rubb.com was launched. It

incorporates general information,

reports on specific projects and

includes a web version of our printed

magazine “Fabric Engineer”.

The web site will be developed on an

ongoing basis and early in 2002 we

will be providing visitors to our site with

new news releases, an archive of past

product information and some new

“moving graphics” to demonstrate the

design to build process.

An online quotation request form will

be operational early in 2002 and links

from the main site to associate

company Rubb TM and a glossary of

terms will follow shortly.

An independent site has been developed for Rubb’s tension membrane

company, Rubb TM. Following a similar visual theme to the main company site,

these pages incorporate specific information about this specialized sector of our

business. Data reports on specific Rubb TM projects are featured and new

“moving graphics” will demonstrate the design to build process on this site.

Viewers can link directly back to the main Rubb website, www.rubb.com and the

Fabric Engineer, and will also have the ability to complete online inquiry forms

early in 2002.


